GOVERNMENT OF TELANGANA
DEPARTMENT OF TECHNICAL EDUCATION

Office of the
Commissioner of Technical Education
Telangana :: Hyderabad


Ref: 1. From the Secretary, SBTET, File No. SBTET-EE-1/E1/2/2018 - O/o Joint Secretary, Dated: 12.04.2019
2. Minutes of the Meeting on the OSDES Paper Evaluation (Diploma Exams March/April 2019) with the Officials of SBTET held on Dt: 20-04-2019 at 12.30 pm in the O/o CTE

***

The attention of the Principals / OSDs of Government Polytechnics in the State is invited to the subject and references. As per the Instructions of the Commissioner of Technical Education and Chairman of State Board of Technical Education, the Joint Director of Technical Education has conducted a Meeting with the Officials of SBTET on dt: 20-04-2019 at 12.30 pm on the OSDES Paper Evaluation (Diploma Exams March/April 2019) for smooth, fair and speedy evaluation of the scripts.

In the circumstances, the Principals / OSDs of Government Polytechnics in the State are hereby informed that in the light of instructions already issued by the Secretary, SBTET, Hyderabad vide ref. 1st cited, the working days for the evaluation period shall be calculated based on No. Scripts valued/No. of scripts to be valued per day. The No. of Answer scripts to be valued per day shall be: for 8 pages- 120 No.s, for 16 Pages- 60 No.s, for 24-pages – 45 No.s., for the purpose of calculation/preservation of Earned Leave for the faculty engaged in OSDES paper evaluation (Diploma Exams March/April 2019).

Necessary action shall be taken accordingly.

The receipt of this memo shall be acknowledged.

To
The Principals / OSDs of Government Polytechnics in the State

Copy to: The Secretary, SBTET, TS, Hyderabad